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Savvy Experts Online Blog Website Set Up Done For You
At Savvy Experts Online we take great pride in helping people to find the very best ways forward. Without wasting
time and money on training that is not worth the investment.
We understand that the technical side of set up can be frustrating and congratulations we’ll get to off to a flying
start.
You can access the service which is a Blog Website Set up on Wordpress.org here.
This service provides you with the following
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Savvy Experts Online Blog Profitability Workbook. This 30 page workbook helps you to find a hot topic
before you start.
Once you have clarity about your Blog name and topic, You choose your Domain Name.
We give you instructions how to buy your Domain Name and Hosting from Go Daddy approx $ US 13 per
year and Hosting Plan as low as $ US 1 per month with 24/7 support from Go Daddy. You manage all
financial arrangements with GoDaddy
We set up your Domain Name on your Hosting Service.
We install the latest version of Wordpress
We recommend the "Smartlite" Theme. It's free and easy to use for beginners. Checkout
"OnlineWorkingfromHome.com" or "AllYeargardening.com" both created with the Smartlite theme.
We install essential Plugins to give your Blog essential functionality including, the privacy compliance
requirements and looking great on a mobile device.
One consultation session 30 minutes or how ever long we need, 1:1
We provide Step by step guide to creating ongoing Blog Pages and Blog Posts.
We install the Pixabay plugin to give you free access to pictures to install on your Blog. You can check out
some of the images here.
We draft your Legal pages (Terms and Conditions, Privacy and Disclaimer) and with your approval we
upload these to your Blog.

***, Please note: The Blog "Done For You" Setup Services only includes the above tasks
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INTRODUCTION- WHAT IS A BLOG
In the beginning, way back in 1994, Blogs were a new and innovative online personal diary. People sharing
snippets online. On this online journal, you could talk about your daily life or share things you do. But,
people saw an opportunity to communicate any information in a new way. So, began the beautiful world of
blogging.
Blogs connect people, spread ideas, foster friendships, followers, clients and customers. Blogs spread your
voice, create and build brand awareness, post news and events, articles and to position yourself in your
sector.
All Blogs will help you to showcase your expertise and connect to your audience and they can create an
income.
If you want to get your message across, document your memoirs, enjoy creativity through words, visuals or
videos then you’ll enjoy blogging.
If you have the desire to write, then you can Blog.
There are many tools to help you to write. You don’t have to use the key board, you can speak into the
computer and your words transcribed. You can run your words through different software to find your
hard to read sentences and others to autocorrect your grammar.
Before we move on to what you might like to Blog about and how you can gather followers and even make
some money from your Blog, let’s look as some different examples of Blogs.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF BLOGS
Some people have a clear vision of what they want to blog about. In my experience, though, most people
don’t know what to pick!
Whatever your reason for investigating how to set up a blog, I can tell you all you need to know. When it
comes to choosing a blog topic, just pick something that you’re interested in!
You may not be an authority on the topic (yet) but select something that you won’t get bored learning
about.
In the blogging world, there are different kinds of Blogs and each of the bloggers have specific goals.
(Source: How to Start A Blog That Generates $3817 per month by Neil Patel)

Personal Bloggers
A personal Blog is one that tells a story. It doesn’t matter how the story is told, by words, pictures, video,
cartoons, artwork, audio, or combination of all of them. Personal blogging can be a journey to find your
voice, find yourself, recover and rejoice from experiences.
Storytelling defines a personal Blog as a personal record their life’s journey, some or all of it. They describe
their life’s challenges and joys. Personal Bloggers connect with others who share their interests,
motivations and aspirations.
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Business, Not For Profit or Charity
These bloggers focus on their purpose, strategy, operations, recruitment, clients, customers, beneficiaries,
benefactors, sponsors, donors. The topics all relate to achieving the goals of their enterprise rather than
focusing on themselves.
The goal of a business blogger is to attract people to their Blog and inspire the reader to take action such
as:
•
•
•
•

Subscribing for more information to be keep up to date with events, promotions, new products,
services or programs
Download useful information
Send an expression of interest to participate, schedule an appointment, register for an event, to
sponsor or donate
Join a course (online and offline) or purchase a product, service or program.

Why Blogging is Good for Business
B2B marketers who use blogs receive 67% more leads than those who do not.
• Marketers who have prioritized blogging are 13x more likely to enjoy positive ROI.
• Blogging is cost-effective in that the only thing you really need to spend is time.
• Companies who blog receive 97% more links directing to their website.
• Blogs have been rated as the fifth most trusted source for accurate online information.
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Niche Blogs
In the online world, you’ll hear the word “niche” a lot. It means a specific topic like “dogs”, and there are
“sub-niches” like different breeds of dogs or dog training or dog grooming etc.
A niche Blog has a focus on one topic and goes deep often. If you are thinking of a niche Blog, make sure
you love the topic, know a lot or want to learn about it. Come up with at least 50 topics and that is a good
start.
The opposite to a niche Blog is called a “lifestyle” Blog where many topics are covered. Examples of a
lifestyle Blog re Spruce.com, ForeverAmber.com, MSCritique.com and the list could be endless.

Examples of niche Blogs include:
Pixie Faire, an e-commerce site selling doll clothing patterns and online courses on knitting and sewing doll
clothes. Later, they also started selling physical patterns and clothing items. The store now routinely makes
$50k to $60k per month and has changed the lives of its owners.
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COMET Camper is a site dedicated to people passionate about living a minimalistic lifestyle and making a
positive impact on the environment with their daily consumption habits. Comet Camper is in a pretty
narrow sub-niche of nomadic lifestyle.
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Scotts Bass Lessons is a niche site about music lessons. He has built a huge following on Facebook (300K),
YouTube (400K), Twitter (11K).

Renaissance Woodworker is a niche site by Shannon Rogers who’s built a huge community of creative
people passionate about wood art. He sells monthly and annual memberships to an online training
program “The Hand Tool School” and has 5K Facebook followers and 8K Twitter followers.
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Even though the purpose of a Blog differs, the majority follow a similar structure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Header
Menu or navigation bar to pages and posts
Content area
Social Icons
Side Bar for About You, Contact You, call-to-action optin, advertisements
Footer with Legals including: Disclaimer, Terms and Conditions, Privacy, Contact Page.

THE BENEFITS OF STARTING A BLOG
Apart from making a side income, learning more about a topic you enjoy and the online world there are
many personal benefits of becoming a blogger.
•

Blogging beats TV

Why not be an active creative rather than a passive recipient of other people’s creativity.
•

Become a better writer and thinker

As you become immersed in the topic of your Blog, you can show how the pieces of content work together,
therefore, you will become a better thinker. One free tool to help you think about your Blog and its
content is MindMap. You can piece together your ideas and this Map helps you keep true to the purpose of
your Blog and audience.
•

Promote your established expertise

Experts with years of “skin in the game” are ahead in the online business world. Experts understand their
customers, students, colleagues, patients or clients. These are the people you aim to reach and who will
grow your Blog.
•

Establish yourself as global authority

There has never been a better time to do more with your expertise. The Internet allows you to find and
connect with an audience of potential customers anywhere in the world.
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With decades of life and work experience you can do more with your skills and knowledge. You can earn
more for you, your loved ones or for a cause you value. You can add to your life’s purpose, grow your
career, extend your reach and become a global authority.
•

Increase your self-confidence and creativity

As you Blog and look at how others Blog, your creativity and ideas will skyrocket.
You may know a lot about your content already and your confidence will soar as people begin to follow
you and want to learn more from you and what you have to offer. Your knowledge may be similar to
others, however, only you can deliver to an audience in your unique way and style.
•

Make new connections, colleagues and even friends

Linking your Blog to social media will grow your audience with little effort. Follow others, provide good
content and in turn they will follow you.
Blogging has become an effective way to reach out and connect with your audience. This is for businesses
both large and small. A company with lots of activities or news to announce would benefit from a Blog,
similarly if you have a food or parenting site or even a how to for self-publishing, your business would
benefit from weekly Blogs.

HOW DO YOU BLOG?
What you write about is called a Blog Post and Types of Blog Posts to Write and Create:
How-to/Tutorials - Posts that teach readers how to understand, develop and master skills.
This type of post is an opportunity to showcase your credibility and expertise.
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List Posts – Listing your information into a sequenced numbered list, helps readers know what to do and in
the correct order. You can describe …. The 10 best …..; The 7 Worst……;
People love lists, they are easy to understand and quick to read.
Infographics – These are visual lists and also great at delivering hard to digest facts and figures.

Backside Kick Posts – Where you disagree and give plenty of evidence and reasons why
Research Posts – Simply ask experts or read about them in your field for a tip, then massage those answers
into a new Blog post, like 15 tools to improve your writing, and I’ll give you these later;
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Case Study Posts – Once again, you can showcase your expertise by describing how you have helped a
client to achieve their goals or solve a problem. You can describe their journey, the lessons and challenges;
Interview Posts -are another great way take the pressure off you to create content. Talk to people relevant
to your Blog from great philosophers; other practitioners or your clients to get fresh content.
Thought Leadership - Posts that explain anything in detail such as the evidence behind your work and
advice. It may be about concepts, your readers need to grasp, in order to make progress or achieve a
paradigm shift.
News – News in your industry or location, tourism, an event or published research or policy.
Definition – A post where specific explanations are required. This is useful in an industry where readers
need to understand basic terms and words.
Photos – and, quotes. Sometimes a post can be no more than a photo or a photo of a quote. A photo will
always enhance a post, after all a picture tells a thousand words and that is good for a Blog writer, a
picture can deliver emotion and imagination.

SlideShares – Simply a slide show to deliver a message in an entertaining format.
Video – You Tube videos that you make or those of others can help you diversify your content. This can
mean many things.
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HOW TO MAKE INCOME FROM A BLOG
The moment you decide to use your blog to make money, you’re no longer just a blogger. At that moment,
you also become an entrepreneur, and your blog becomes a small business.
Blogging won’t make you rich quick, and you need to post content on your Blog twice a week to build a
successful Blog and attract a following. When you start from scratch, it might take several months to get a
real and relevant audience.
Although a Blog might be slow to earn, once it does, then a passive stream of income can be yours for
years and decades to come, even an inheritance for loved ones. Be patient, nurture your audience, meet
their needs, and watch your earnings grow.
For blogging to be a successful business model, the content needs to be of interest and of value to your
audience.
A Blog is best mixed with other online business strategies. First, here’s how to make a side or fulltime
income from your Blog:

Monetize Your Blog
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Earnings from your information including books relevant to your Blog content
Promoting your products, services and information
Email Marketing
Pay Per Click Advertising
Banner Advertising
Guest Blogging
Self-publishing
Freelancing
Create an e-commerce store, or book page
Create a membership site for more detailed content
Create a course for “how to” step by step” instructions
Offer personal coaching or mentoring from you
Blog Flipping

Blogs do make money and need to be connected with other online strategies. For blogging to be a
successful business model for you, the foundation requires high quality and strategic content. It also goes
without saying that the content needs to be of interest and of value to your audience.
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With blogging, there are a variety of different ways to bring in the cash.
Each approach needs to be strategically sequenced.

Monetize your expertise and life experience
One of the benefits of online business is the fast delivery of solutions as products and services. There are
so many options to choose and all can be added to your Blog.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a Blog
PDF Digital Downloads
eBook sold on your site or other self-publishing platforms
Video Tutorials
Webinar Tutorials
Audiobooks
DVD Home Study Programs
Online Training Programs
Teleseminar
Coaching
Membership Site
Mastermind Coaching
Podcasts
Private Mastermind Facebook Group
Newsletter Subscription
Your products and services
Affiliate products and services
Create a paid online course
Create a paid membership site
Display Google AdSense on your pages, posts or side bar
Get paid to write reviews for your site
Offer your services as a freelancer
Host a directory relevant to your Blog. People pay you to have their name in the directory and/or
people pay you to access the directory
Create an E-book Store
Create an E-Commerce Store
Accept Donations
Paid advertising and promotions
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100K Per Year Income Plan
Many people make their six-figure income using just one of these strategies. Your income streams will
grow as you add different strategies.
Here is a conservative $100K income and pricing example using the strategies described here:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affiliate Marketing - Promoting other people's products that you value 50-75% commission rates 3
customers per week @ $9360
Coaching Program – 20 people for an 8-week program (Group and one-on-one), delivered 4 times a
year @ $297 per person = $23,760
Book Sales – 500 copies from your website @ $25.00 per copy = $12,500
Amazon Sales – 3,000 copies @ $3.99 (Less 30% commission) = $8,379
Membership Site – 250 members @ $197 = $49,250
Teaching Online Programs on Lynda.com or Udemy.com– 100 @ $27 = $2,700

TOTAL $105949 note: approximately three-quarters of this income is passive once established.

At Savvy Experts Online, we have spent literally thousands of hours researching and taking action. We
have invested in training costing hundreds, sometimes thousands, of dollars, not to mention the travel,
often international, to reach the best. Many trainers have been excellent; others ended up being a poor
investment. Savvy Experts Online lists recommended training and mentors to save you the time finding the
best.
Affiliate Marketing really is the best place to start. While at Savvy Experts Online we do not teach the detail
of each online strategy. We do however recommend the best trainers we have experienced.
If you are more ambitious, and want to reach $1,000,000 per year there are plenty of examples given
below. And ALL started with Affiliate Marketing.
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IS YOUR BLOG TOPIC IN A POPULAR AND PROFITABLE NICHE?
These are the big categories in the internet and some of the topics included within each category.
● Self Improvement
❖ Health, fitness, weight loss, yoga, spirituality, productivity, minimalism,
● Parenting
❖ All ages and home-schooling etc.
● Creative Endeavor’s
❖ Arts, crafts, DIY, home decorating, fabric and needle arts, hobbies, etc.
● Freelancing
❖ Writing, graphic design, software development, coding etc.
● Marketing
❖ Traditional and online etc.
● Personal Finance
❖ Real estate, savings, investing etc.
● Business & Entrepreneurship
❖ Brick-and-mortar and digital businesses, online entrepreneurship, start-ups and venture capital etc.
● Social Media & Blogging
❖ All social media platforms, standard blogging, video blogging and podcasting etc.
● News, Culture and Entertainment
❖ Politics, opinion, current events, fashion and all entertainment media etc.
● Gadgets & Technology
❖ Consumer gadgets and electronic technologies etc.
● Career
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❖ Finding a job after graduation, starting and changing a career, career challenges for different
demographics and all ages and life stages etc.

MEGA PROFITABLE TOPICS
MEGA TOPIC 1

MEGA TOPIC 2

MEGA TOPIC 3

MEGA TOPIC 4

Health and
Wellness

Money and Finance

Passions

HOW TO

How we look

Personal
Development

How we feel
Career Advice
Changing the way,
we look or feel

Money & Finance

Lose Weight

Make Money Online

Sports – all of them, the
most popular online are
Tennis
Fishing
Golf
Bargain Shopping
Luxury Goods

Get Fit

Find A Job

Manage a Disease

Get Out Of Debt

Travel especially looking
for quality on a budget

Manage a
Symptom

Stocks And Bonds

Technology

Get Pregnant

Currencies And
Futures

Computers
Restoring Cars

Eat Right

Real Estate

Get Better Sleep

Angel Investing

Yoga &
Meditation

Entrepreneurship

Hobbies,
The list is endless,
Craft,
Photography
Sewing
Bird Watching
Metal Detecting
Woodworking
Lego
Music
Reading

Marketing
Mental Health
Retirement Planning
Alternative Health
Embarrassing
Problems
Hair Loss
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Cook
Make a Speech
Write a Book
Parent
Be a Dad
Be Fun
Make a Video
Make a website
Understand social media
Grow a Garden
Home Renovate
Car Maintenance
Choose Clothes
Start a business
Learn a Language
Train a dog
Get a date
Get a baby to sleep
Parent
Fundraise
Keep your faith
Plan a wedding
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BLOG TOPIC CHECKLIST
In summary, answering these questions will help you to decide the focus or niche for your Blog
•

Is your blog about your business or something you already do

•

What do you spend your time thinking about

•

Do you have a never-ending interest

•

Are you a member of a Facebook Group and read every post and comments

•

Is there a common theme about the books or online content that you read about?

•

What are you an expert in

•

What would you like to become an expert in

•

What are your credentials

•

What have you read more than 5 books in

•

What do you spend your money on

•

What makes you cry, feel angry or happy

•

Look for the times when you have experienced bliss

•

Is there a life experience that has made an impact on your life or others

•

What would you most like to change in yourself or the world

•

Do you donate to a charity regularly?

The next set of questions to answer will help you to discover your unique values
•

How can you add value to your topic

•

What is it about you that could make you stand out

•

Do you know a topic so well that you can add evidence and research and experience?

•

Do you have something new and fresh
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•

What are your personal stories

•

Have you overcome personal challenges or adversity?

•

What have you lived through and you don’t agree with the experts

•

What have you done that everyone wishes they could do

•

What have you done that people like to do?

•

When do people perk up and listen to you?

FINDING YOUR ONLINE AUDIENCE
You must know who your audience is and where to find them online.
Don’t make the mistake and spend years building products and services for your online strategies. Even as an expert with
a long list of clients, you need to also know if they are happy to connect online with your solution. Remember your
audience is global and you can reach millions with face to face technology as well as with your online products and
services.
Use the niche you have found from the previous section as a focus for this audience finder exercise. This list of strategies
may be all the direction you need.

Five Strategies to Find and Connect with Your Audience
As we have acknowledged, as an expert you may already have an audience from your offline work; this is an excellent
start. Let’s find out where others like them hangout online.
1. Google "your niche" + forum
By searching for Google “your niche” + Forum, you will find your audience.
Choose a forum, read some threads, find the hot topics and consider if you can find your audience. Some forums may
have a search area, see if there are people searching for information, products and services where you can provide the
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solution. Some ideas to help your search: “does anyone know anything about + your niche” or “I am looking for +
problem your niche will solve.”
Understand your audience by:
•

Reaching out and engaging,

•

Understanding their issues,

•

Learning their language, i.e., how your audience describes their pain and struggles as well as dreams and
aspirations.

•

Making yourself known,

•

Developing a relationship.

As you read the forum content, perhaps post a couple of comments can you get a feeling for the group, the audience
and their problems.
If you can answer the following questions, you are beginning to find and understand your online audience:
•

What are their challenges and most pressing problems?

•

What are they missing?

•

What’s important to them, their lives and loved ones?

•

What are their educational levels?

•

What value or benefit can you bring to your audience?

•

What kind of groups or associations would they join?

•

What do they dislike?

Connect and talk to your audience using these strategies:
•

Join the conversation on online forums appealing to your audience.
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•

Subscribe to relevant newsletters and publications.

•

Search Google for blogs, profiles, and groups.

•

Find Twitter chats, LinkedIn groups, Facebook Groups, and Google+ Communities.

If you want to connect with, inspire, and influence people, then you must build their trust. Remember to be personal,
helpful, and enjoyable, ask questions, and use their language and jargon. This is why your topic must be genuine and
authentic for you.
2. Google "your niche" + blog
Another way to see who is active in your niche is to Google “Your Niche” + Blog. A list of forums, blogs, and websites in
your niche will appear. Read the content, look at how they make their money, and read any comments. Leave
comments, be helpful, and say something that really adds to the conversations and shows your knowledge.
3. Look at www.dmoz-odp.org
DMOZ-ODP is the largest, most comprehensive consumables directory on the Internet. Go to www.dmozodp.org to see an endless inventory of possible niches. If you need inspiration, look at the subcategories to
find potential micro niche opportunities.

If you love sport, then click through the categories. You’ll also discover chat rooms, websites, and product
listings. This site provides plenty of ideas for business and where to find your online audience.
4. "Find an Answer” Sites
"Answers.com" receives queries from around 50 million people a day. They are all looking for answers to problems.
Maybe your business will provide a solution.
Other sites are similar. “About.com” is the most comprehensive and detailed source of information. "Quora.com" is
another Q & A site., it’s not only useful for a niche finding tool, it also helps to find and connect with your audience. Search
for questions in your niche. Answer questions to show your expertise and become their source of information and
solutions.
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Read what is important to your audience. Answer their questions, share your expertise, and build a reputation as the
"go-to" person.
Soon, your tribe of followers will emerge.
5. Social Media

Social media may be vast, but it provides plenty of ways to connect with your audience.
This is a step by step system to find an online audience using Facebook, here is the link.
Experts will also want to focus on the LinkedIn social media platform. With over 430 million members in 2016, LinkedIn
will help you to find your audience as a group or by connecting to users one by one. It is an excellent strategy to distribute
your information and according to the Content Marketing Institute, the most shared LinkedIn posts are: personal;
professional; practical or portray a path for change.
There are other social media platforms you can use. In Twitter chats, and Google+ communities you’ll find an audience
across almost any topic. Join the conversations, contribute, share your insights and expertise. Join Facebook groups,
there are very easy to access and perfect to build a rapport and provide comments on posts relevant to the topic of your
Blog.
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Detecting the Best Connection Between Your Blog Topic and Audience
What is the Best Connection exactly? It’s the overlap of two circles each circle representing something
different.

The circle on the left represents the topic you want to blog about, whereas the circle on the right is what
you audience want, the Best Connection refers to the centre part of both circles.
Let’s say your blog is about “Barbeques” but you audience wants “BBQ Recipes” Finding the Best
Connection is finding the perfect mix between both, blogging about “Barbeque Recipes”.
The Best Connection has a mix of what you’re interested in but also a mix of what your audience is looking
for.

A Blog is your beginning to an online business, side income or
transition to a new way to live and work.
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IT’S NOT OVER YET, THE BLOGGING OPPORTUNTY
For most of us, we couldn’t imagine life without the internet. Yet, even with 4 billion daily users online for
an average of 6 hours per day. However, according to the same report from Global Digital Report 2018, 47%
of the world’s population has no access to the internet.

Around 1 million people are going online the first time in 2018, so by the numbers, the size of your target
audience is growing at an insane rate. Billions of new people are going to join the internet in the next few
years. Most of these people will become online consumers, shoppers, and searchers.
Just imagine the possibilities and the business opportunities that’ll come with them.
The online business saturation point is still decades away and starting a business today is 1000x better than
doing it a year later.
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MILLION DOLLAR BLOGGERS
Blogs do make money, and need to be connected with other online strategies. The top earner for a blog is
The Huffington Post it relies on Pay Per Click for revenue, earning $30K per day and is valued at $21 million.
Here are 10 Blogs in different niches all earning over a million dollars. There are many pathways to
blogging success. You can read it here. It a massively long article so I have summarized the main points
below.

Niche: Personal Finance Management
Website MakingCentsofCents.com
Blog Money Making Strategy
Affiliate Marketing
Creating a membership site
Source: Smart Blogger
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Niche: Personal Style and Fashion
Website: TheBlondesalad.com
Blog Money Making Strategy
E Commerce
Creating her own Clothing Brand
Source: Smart Blogger

Source: Smart Blogger
Niche: Freelancing Web Design
Website: smashingmagazine.com
Blog Money Making Strategies
Self Publishing
Job Board for Web Designers
Membership Site
Life Workshops and Conferences
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You Don't Have To Sell
As you can see, all of these very successful Bloggers started making money with Affiliate Marketing.
This is simply providing quality content that provides value to your audience, and suggesting some
information or products they would find useful. Don't be put off if this seems salesy, this can happen to
people transitioning from the 9-5 especially professionals. It is a mindset shift you are going to need to
make, uncomfortable at first by OK.
You want to make money online and Blogging is about providing value to people seeking out your level of
expert knowledge and skills. People are seeking your information online, paying for it so why not let this be
your information and product recommendations.

With Blog Topic Clarity and Confidence, You are now ready to Set Up your
Blog Website
Savvy Experts Online Blog Website Set Up Done For You
At Savvy Experts Online we take great pride in helping people to find the very best ways forward. Without wasting
time and money on training that is not worth the investment.
We understand that the technical side of set up can be frustrating and congratulations we’ll get to off to a flying
start.
This service provides you with the following
•

Savvy Experts Online Blog Profitability Workbook. This 30 page workbook helps you to find a hot topic
before you start.
• Once you have clarity about your Blog name and topic. You choose your Domain Name.
• We give you instructions how to buy your Domain Name and Hosting from Go Daddy approx $ US 13 per
year and Hosting Plan as low as $ US 1 per month with 24/7 support from Go Daddy. You manage all
financial arrangements with GoDaddy
• We set up your Domain Name on your Hosting Service.
• We install the latest version of Wordpress
• We recommend the "Smartlite" Theme. It's free and easy to use for beginners. Checkout
"OnlineWorkingfromHome.com" or "AllYeargardening.com" both created with the Smartlite theme.
• We install essential Plugins to give your Blog essential functionality including, the privacy compliance
requirements and looking great on a mobile device.
• One consultation session 30 minutes or how ever long we need and 1:1
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•
•
•

We provide Step by step guide to creating ongoing Blog Pages and Blog Posts.
We install the Pixabay plugin to give you free access to pictures to install on your Blog. You can check out
some of the images here.
We draft your Legal pages (Terms and Conditions, Privacy and Disclaimer) and with your approval we
upload these to your Blog.

***, Please note: The Blog "Done For You" Setup Services only includes the above tasks

YOUR NOTES
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